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Abstract
Contrary to other visible-band (colour, RGB) and
infrared-band (T) cross-modal work in the field, we present
a practical approach to parallax-free RGB-T image formation using a combination of optical engineering (beamsplitter) and visual geometry. We use background to foreground object separation, a task inherently susceptible
to multi-view parallax issues, to illustrate our approach.
We evaluate the complementary nature of visible and far
infrared (thermal, long-wave) information through three
fusion schemes which physically combine visible-band
(colour, RGB) and infrared-band (T) imagery into a coregistered, parallax free RGB-T image model. The performance of this combined RGB-T image model is assessed
against standalone colour and thermal imagery for object
detection within an adaptive background modelling framework. Illumination invariant background models, incorporating additional infrared information, increase the accuracy and precision of foreground object detection by over
10% on average when compared to standalone visibleband and over 5% for standalone infrared. Furthermore,
the use of combined colour and infrared within adaptive
background modelling provides superior results under conditions when either visible or infrared band performance is
notably degraded. Evaluation is performed over a range of
challenging conditions, over which the combined use of infrared and illumination invariant colour emerges as a more
robust background modelling approach.

1. Introduction
The use of both colour and infrared imagery within many
visual surveillance tasks is well established with numerous
solutions spanning target detection, visual tracking and behaviour analytics [31, 20]. Central to almost all of these approaches is the use of background modelling [6, 26] for the
initial segmentation of moving scene objects from the static
scene background - the concept of foreground object detection from the modelling of a scene background. A wide and
varied set of approaches exist for this task which has been
extensively evaluated both in terms of colour [6, 26] and
infrared (thermal) imagery [9, 32, 20, 21].
More broadly, the complementary nature of using both
colour and (far, long-wave) infrared has seen them ex-

Figure 1. Exemplar - a background model (left) and extracted foreground object (right) using the HST fusion model.

tensively utilised in a range of computer vision applications for several decades [23]. Prior work on dual colourinfrared (RGB-T) imagery has spanned object tracking
[7, 40], pedestrian detection [19], face recognition [4] and
applications within autonomous platform deployment [3].
Further work has also addressed the challenge of crossspectral stereo between colour and infrared (thermal) stereo
pairs [27, 1, 41] and presents extensions of popular feature matching approaches into this multi-modal space [2,
29, 16]. More recently we have seen a range of approaches
using a dual colour and infrared camera setup to tackle sensing challenges within platform autonomy such as wide area
search [3], 3D scene mapping [43] and Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) [24, 5].
Parallel to this theme of using a broader spectral range
for scene understanding tasks, we also find the literature littered with decades of work on numerous approaches for visible and infrared band image fusion for the end goal of single image presentation to a human viewer [44]. The reader
is directed to the recent comprehensive reviews of [14, 22]
for further insight.
Overall, this extensive body of prior work generally relies on a two camera side-by-side hardware setup [7, 3, 24,
43, 5, 14, 34] with an explicit cross-spectral image registration step to address image alignment between the colour
and infrared (thermal) cameras. However, despite the use
of even the most advanced cross-spectral registration approaches [30, 38], such a setup inherently introduces the
problem of parallax within the scene [11] - “the displacement or difference in the apparent position of an object
viewed along two different lines of sight” (one line of sight
being from each of the cameras). Whilst this is exploited as
the basis for cross-spectral stereo [10, 18, 27, 1, 16, 17, 41],
it is often largely ignored within current detection, localisation and fusion RGB-T approaches [3, 43, 24, 34, 14] pre-

senting an ever present source of cross-spectral registration
error that varies with object or feature depth in the scene
[11]. Furthermore, a wide range of approaches that rely on
the dual use of colour and infrared information, including
for use in background modelling [34], either fail to present
an explicit comparison of the performance gain from the
use of additional infrared (thermal) band information or do
so in the presence of the inherent parallax registration error
[8, 39, 43, 24, 5].
By contrast, in this paper we leverage the work of [44,
25] to provide parallax-free colour (RGB) to infrared (thermal, T) registered imagery via the use of a gold dichroic
beam-splitter to facilitate an orthogonal dual camera setup
(Figure 2). This allows both image modalities to be captured to a common image projection plane via aligned optical axes - enabling parallax-free four-channel RGB-T formation. While use of such an approach has been established
previously [44], it has received only limited attention within
the broad scene understanding literature [42, 12, 15] with
the work of [35] being most similar to our own. Within
our formulation we further address issues of planar image
alignment for final registration via established visual geometry (i.e. translational alignment of image centres, Section
2.2) and measure temporal synchronisation across varying
modality camera hardware (Section 2.3). To illustrate our
parallax-free approach within a visual sensing application
context, here we explicitly present a comparison of the performance gain achieved with the use of infrared imagery
combined with a number of illumination invariant colour
representations, within the context of the adaptive background modelling [46] (Section 2.5). This is a task where
inter-camera parallax would otherwise pose a significant issue - as the per-pixel foreground and background separation would vary from each viewpoint (i.e. modality). This is
evaluated across a range of exemplar test scenarios designed
to pose difficulties for each modality independently from
which we see the combined use of invariant colour emerge
as a more robust cross-modal background modelling approach (Section 3).

Figure 2. Dual-camera optical axis alignment via a beam-splitter
(3D CAD representation incorporating components [28, 37, 13]).

2. Approach
To enable our parallax free RGB-T registration approach, we propose the use of optical image alignment for
capture via aligned optical axes (Section 2.1) and field-ofview correction such that subsequent image registration is
thus reduced to planar image alignment via a homography
transform (Section 2.2). This is formulated within a measurable frame synchronisation error (Section 2.3), channelwise infrared to colour fusion (Section 2.4) and an established adaptive background approach (Section 2.5).

2.1. Optical Alignment
To capture the optically aligned visible and infrared imagery, a Thermoteknix Miricle 307k un-cooled far infrared
camera [37] (infrared-band: 8-12µm spectral range) and
a Point Grey Blackfly [28] RGB colour camera (visibleband: 400-700nm spectral range) are used. The cameras
are mounted perpendicularly using a gold dichroic beamsplitter [13] angled at 45◦ between them, as depicted in Figure 2, following the approach outlined in [25]. This beamsplitter reflects the 3-12µm spectrum towards the infrared
camera while allowing transmission of the 400 - 700nm
spectrum to the visible-band camera. The resulting imagery,
a single channel infrared image with a corresponding three
channel RGB colour image, is thus captured via aligned optical axis via the beam-splitter arrangement, hence avoiding the aforementioned parallax issue found in other work
[39, 43, 24, 5].

2.2. Image Registration
The issue of cross-spectral calibration is tackled using
the solution described by Pinggera et al. [27], by adapting
the well-established method of Zhang [45] through the use
of a calibration target visible in both modalities (a metal
plate with a ‘chessboard’ pattern made from reflective material which is then heated before capturing images). The intrinsic camera parameters are determined via [45], through
observing this planar calibration target at different orientations with refinement via Levenberg-Marquart optimisation.
Global field-of-view correction is performed, post image undistortion from intrinsic parameter correction, to account for differences in field of view between the infrared
(finf raredh = 28.1, finf raredv = 21.2) and visibleband (fvisibleh = 21.4, fvisiblev = 16.2) cameras. To
these ends, the infrared image is rescaled by the horisontal,
f
f
raredh
raredv
), and vertical field of view ratio, ( finf
),
( finf
visibleh
visiblev
to match that of the visible band image [11]. After field-ofview correction, the images are aligned (registered) using
a homography transform (Eqn. 1), calculated based on the
same target based calibration method as before [45, 27]. The
homography transform combines image rotation (θ), warping distortion (ω1 ,ω2 ), translation (tx , ty ) and global scaling
s to account for errors introduced from the beam-splitter not

being aligned at exactly 45◦ .
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In practice, the calibration determined the output rotation
(θ), warping distortion (ω1 ,ω2 ) and scaling correction, s, are
negligible returning an affine homography transform for image registration consisting of purely a residual translation
(tx , ty ) to align the images as would be expected within this
optically aligned setup. Post image registration a common
640×480 resolution region is cropped from the registered
imagery to form our combined RGB-T (four channel, visible + infrared) image.

2.3. Temporal Synchronisation

Figure 3. Overlain visible and infrared band for unsynchronised
(left) and synchronised (right) image frames.

The remaining issue of temporal synchronisation between the frame buffers of the two diverse cameras within
the sensing arrangement (Section 2.1), is tackled using a
simple 555 timer circuit to externally trigger the cameras
at 50Hz and hence provide a synchronised frame rate of
25f ps (frames per second). Our cross-spectral hardware
synchronisation is evaluated through the observation of a
mechanical metronome (Figure 3), for which the simple
harmonic motion the motion of the metronome is described
by:

2πt
θ(t) = θ0 sin
(2)
T
where θ(t) is the angle with the vertical at time t, θ0 the
maximum angle, and T the period of the metronome. By
rearranging Eqn. (2) the time between frames is given by:
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for the observed angle at times t1 and t2 . The impact
of the external synchronisation reduced the temporal synchronisation error from from 190ms to 77ms as can be observed between the unsynchronised (Figure 3, left) and synchonised infrared/colour image overlays (Figure 3, right smaller angular difference in metronome position) . While

this significantly reduced the temporal synchronisation error between the camera pair, optimally this delay should be
less than the inter-frames interval (40ms at 25f ps). As a
result for fast object motion within the test imagery, the infrared frame visibly may lag behind the visible-band frame
(e.g. Figure 7A) although ∼ 13f ps is viable given the current synchronisation error. This remaining delay is partially
attributable to the limited USB 2.0 bandwidth (single bus)
connecting both cameras to the host computer and is treated
as a known experimental error.

2.4. Colour and Infrared Fusion
In contrast to earlier fusion approaches in the field [14]
we adopt a channel-wise fusion approach for our evaluation such that we retain the illumination invariant information from the colour RGB representation and insert an additional channel of infrared (T) information. Several visibleband colour-space models exist which represent colour information independently of illumination [33] which is itself well established in the literature as being detrimental to
the adaptive background modelling task. Here we select the
Hue, Saturation and Value (HSV) and Luminance, Chrominance (YCbCr) colour-space models such that illumination
variation within the scene, corresponding to the V and Y
channels respectively, can be removed and replaced with
our infrared thermal scene information, denoted as T. In
HSV colour-space the hue, H, and saturation, S, channels
are retained. The illumination variation present within the
V channel replaced with the corresponding infrared thermal image channel to form HST . Similarly, YCrCb describes the colour through two chroma components; red,
Cr, and blue, Cb, with the luminance (illumination) information contained with the Y channel. We again replace this
luminance (illumination) channel, Y , with the corresponding infrared thermal image channel to form T CrCb. Furthermore, we consider the use of {r, g} chromaticity, as a
normalised RGB derived colour measure known to be robust to changes in illumination calculated as {r, g, b} as follows:
G
B
R
g=
b=
r=
R+B+G
R+B+G
R+B+G
r+g+b=1
(4)
Comparatively, {r, g} chromaticity normalises the RGB
colour space and represents a colour through the proportion
of the red, green and blue chroma present. Since these proportions are unit normalised, the blue value is commonly
discarded for use in adaptive background modelling. The
remaining {r, g} chromaticity are combined with the corresponding infrared thermal image channel to form rgT .
All of these fused colour models, with retained illumination invariant colour and infrared information are illustrated

Figure 4. Exemplar RGB, infrared and varying visible-infrared fusion models (left to right).

in Figure 4 where we can see a visualisation of the resulting HST (Hue, Saturation, Thermal), T CrCb (Thermal,
Chroma-red, Chroma-blue), and rgT ({r, g} chromaticity,
Thermal) colour models in comparison to stand alone RGB
and infrared (thermal, T).

object detection. The separation of foreground objects from
the background using the approach is illustrated in Figure 1
where we can see the current background model from our
HST fusion variant (left) and an isolated foreground pedestrian (right).

3. Evaluation
In order to evaluate the robustness of the varying RGBT fusion models proposed, a number of surveillance sequences were gathered over a number of scenarios intended
to challenge standalone visible-band or infrared object detection. These challenges include low lighting, shadows,
change in illumination, small objects, scene clutter, similar background/foreground temperature, infrared reflection
and thermal gradients within the scene.

3.1. Experimental Conditions

Figure 5. Six reference scenarios used for evaluation.

2.5. Adaptive Background Modelling
Our reference adaptive background modelling approach
is the mixture of Gaussian approach proposed by Zivkovic
et al. [46] which is taken as highly representative of the relative performance other approaches in the field for the purposes of our evaluation [6, 26]. In this approach, a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) approach is used to model each
pixel as proposed by [36]. The GMM model is adapted
after each frame to allow for new stationary scene objects be incorporated into the background in addition to
global/periodic scene changes based on a specified learning adaption rate. Whilst early GMM approaches used a
fixed, number of Gaussian distributions within the model,
Zivkovic [46] proposed an adaptive method which can automatically select the number of components needed per pixel
and thus adapt more effectively to the observed scene. For
our purposes a low learning rate (1 × 10−16 ) is chosen to
ensure stationary target objects are not incorporated into the
background within the duration of the evaluation sequences.
In addition, morphological opening and closing operations
[33] are applied as a post-processing stage after initial foreground region separation via the GMM model in order to
remove noise and reduce object holes which degrade overall

A total of eight dual RGB-T video sequences were captured in six different scene locations as depicted in Figure
5. These eight dual RGB-T video test sequences can be outlined as follows:
• Yard 1: set in a works yard with low lighting and a
short subject distance to test detection under poor illumination. Pedestrian enters the scene, stops and makes
a phone call and then exits towards the camera.
• Yard 2: set in a works yard but from an elevated position. Illumination is low and a puddle causes a reflection of the subject as it passes. Pedestrian enters and
crosses the scene, stops before exiting the same way
they entered.
• Alley: set at a road between two buildings where trees
cause a number of shadows to be cast across the scene.
Three sequences take place in this scene:– Subject at a distance: pedestrian crosses the
scene at a large distance from the camera to test
small object detection.
– Single object: pedestrian enters the scene and
strolls away from the camera, stops and lingers
before turning and exiting from via the same direction as entry. To tests detection of a single target in the presence of significant shadows.

– Multiple objects: multiple pedestrians enter the
scene from different directions, two targets interact as they pass. To test multiple object detection
and inter-occlusion.
• Car Park: set at a row of cars in a car park, with a
shadow from a building causing a large change in illumination and temperature between the front and back
of the scene. Pedestrian enters scene and crosses from
shadow into sunlight and then stops in front of a ‘hot’
car in the sun before crossing back into shadow and
leaving the scene.
• Trees: set at a road in front of a row of trees to test
multiple object detection with oscillating background
characteristics. Multiple pedestrians crossing the scene
from multiple distances from the camera in addition to
traversal of a vehicle target.
• Road: set at a road in bright illumination with trees
casting varying shadows across the scene. Prolonged
sunlight has warmed the background causing a similar
background temperature to foreground objects within
the scene. Pedestrian enters the scene from the rear
(afar) and walks towards the camera and exits.

3.2. Statistical Results
Each of the outlined RGB-T fusion models, {HST,
HCrCb, rgT }, are quantitatively evaluated by comparing the number of foreground objects detected in each image frame of each test video sequence. This is obtained
via connected components analysis of the foreground image mask obtained from our adaptive background model,
against manually annotated ground truth (i.e. actual foreground objects present). On this basis each frame is classified as either a true positive, tp, true negative, tn, false
positive, f p, or false negative, f n, frame occurrence. A true
positive frame is defined as one where all the foreground objects are correctly detected and true negative frame as one
containing no foreground objects where no foreground objects are detected. Conversely, a false positive frame is defined where more foreground objects are detected than the
ground truth records and similarly a false negative frame is
one where one or more foreground objects present in the
ground truth are not detected via the adaptive background
model. An example of each of a tp, tn, f p, and f n frame
occurrence is depicted in Figure 6.
Each RGB-T test video sequence is then evaluated in
terms of per-frame statistical accuracy, precision, and recall,
Eqn. (5) to Eqn. (7):tp + tn
(5)
Accuracy =
tp + tn + f p + f n
P recision =

tp
tp + f p

(6)

Recall =

tp
tp + f n

(7)

Within this statistical analysis, Accuracy corresponds to
the proportion of correct results among all of the image
frames evaluated. P recision describes the proportion of
detected objects which were indeed correct, and Recall represents the proportion of objects present that were correctly
detected. The statistical results for each scene are presented
in Table 1 for each of our outlined RGB-T fusion models,
{HST, HCrCb, rgT }, in addition to each of stand-alone
RGB colour and infrared (T) within the same adaptive background model formulation.
From Table 1 we can conclude that the primary source
of error of all of the fusion schemes came from false positive foreground object detection as opposed to false negative
detection - characterised by lower P recision and higher
Recall with reference to Eqn. 6 & 7. A contributory factor
to this is the detection of remaining background noise regions, which are not completely removed by morphological
post-processing, as erroneous foreground objects (see the
failure case in Figure 7A). Although the proposed RGB-T
fusion models offer superior performance to regular visibleband colour (RGB) in all scenarios and infrared (T) in all
but a single scenario, no single fusion model is conclusively
superior across all the test scenarios. All of the proposed
RGB-T fusion models outperform both standalone visibleband (RGB) and infrared (T) with respect to both accuracy and precision of foreground object detection, demonstrating the complementary nature of visible-band and infrared information within this context. Whilst on average
the T CrCb model performed marginally better across all
scenarios, each fusion model exhibited strengths which are
subjective to the scene.

3.3. Discussion
As expected visible-band detection performs poorly in
comparison to infrared in the low illumination conditions
of the Yard 1 test sequence due to false detections (Table 1 - P recision). This is attributable to increased noise
in the visible-band image which the morphological postprocessing is unable to remove. The infrared provides the
best performance, however the drop in effectiveness of the
fusion models can be partially attributed to poor synchronisation between the cameras (Figure 7A). Similar results are
observed over the Yard 2 test sequence where low illumination causes detection errors and a reflection from a puddle
consistently causes false detections to occur (Figure 7B).
While being more robust to low lighting, rgT also detected
the reflection demonstrating a stronger dependence for rgT
on the visible-band information as opposed to the infrared.
Both infrared and T CrCb perform well with a small drop in
performance due to an object oscillating in the background,
however the addition of visible-band information notably

Figure 6. Exemplar foreground object detection for tp, tn, f p, and f n occurrences.

decreases T CrCb susceptibility to this. HST is the worse
at rejecting the oscillatory motion, however through its resilience to the reflection still outperforms both the visibleband and rgT .
The hybrid and infrared colour models are more adept at
detecting small objects in the distance within the Alley test
sequences. Here the visible-band model is often unable to
detect a distant moving object, which is represented by particularly high false negatives (Table 1 - Recall). The more
apparent difference in temperature between the foreground
objects and the background enables a more effective detection for the infrared model, which combined with the colour
information from the visible-band model facilitates superior
detection for T CrCb and rgT although not for HST . Contrastingly, when operating with a shorter object distance the
large difference in contrast between the object and background from the sunlight improves the performance of the
visible-band model. However, as the target moves into the
sunlight, shadows are detected as foreground objects and
degrade the performance slightly. Conversely, the infrared
performance drops dramatically, producing fragmented objects and therefore is unable to recognise single objects instead reporting multiple detections per object over 50% of
the time (e.g. Figure 7C). Parts of the target clothing are
poorly detected by infrared and cause separate detections
for the head and torso, as is visible in Figure 7C. Similarly
to the Yard 2 scene, rgT again shows correlation with the
performance of the visible-band model, and through fusion
with the infrared information outperforms all other models.
In addition, the HST and T CrCb shows a strong correlation with the infrared model since both also suffer from
object fragmentation.

The transition between shadow and bright sunlight
within the Car Park sequence causes both the visible-band
and infrared models problems for different reasons (Table
1). In the case of the visible-band model, the target moves
out from shadow where we should expect correct detection
rates to increase. Although the bright sunlight at the rear
of the scene back-lights the target and increases detection
in the low section of the scene, when the target moves into
the bright sunlight it becomes overexposed and is thus difficult to separate from the background (Figure 7D). Comparatively, while in the shadow the temperature between the
target and the background are distinctly different allowing
for accurate identification of the foreground object. However, the bright sunlight causes the ambient temperature of
the background to increase, and therefore the target and
background have similar thermal intensities and as a result
reduce the effectiveness of background modelling (Figure
7E). By contrast the fusion models, using a combination of
visible-band and infrared information, are able to compensate for the overexposure as well as the object and background temperature similarity (Table 1).
All of the approaches are suitably able to adapt to the
oscillations within the Trees sequence (Table 1). However
the introduction of large occlusions as objects move behind trees proves problematic for the visible-band colour
model, this being worse for objects further from sensor as
only small portions of the object are detected which are often mistakenly removed as noise (Figure 7F). The infrared,
and fusion models, are clearly able to distinguish between
the object and the background and as a result are more capable at correctly detecting objects even when partially occluded. On the other hand, the visible-band information is

Scenario
Yard 1
Yard 2
Alley 1
Alley 2
Alley 3
Car Park
Trees
Road
Mean

RGB
0.75
0.30
0.81
0.83
0.59
0.70
0.67
0.26
0.61

Accuracy
T
HST TCrCb
0.99 0.98
0.97
0.84 0.74 0.90
0.96 0.85
0.97
0.47 0.47
0.51
0.44 0.40
0.44
0.71 0.87
0.80
0.72 0.79
0.74
0.29 0.69 0.75
0.68 0.72
0.76

rgT
0.89
0.48
0.98
0.90
0.63
0.80
0.78
0.52
0.75

Scenario
Yard 1
Yard 2
Alley 1
Alley 2
Alley 3
Car Park
Trees
Road
Mean

RGB
0.18
0.26
0.95
0.79
0.43
0.49
0.70
0.26
0.51

Precision
T
HST
0.96 0.91
0.84 0.73
0.96 0.84
0.35 0.35
0.22 0.18
0.50 0.78
0.82 0.83
0.24 0.66
0.61 0.66

TCrCb
0.88
0.90
0.95
0.40
0.23
0.67
0.77
0.73
0.69

rgT
0.60
0.45
0.98
0.87
0.50
0.68
0.85
0.52
0.68

Scenario
Yard 1
Yard 2
Alley 1
Alley 2
Alley 3
Car Park
Trees
Road
Mean

RGB
1.00
0.88
0.73
1.00
0.97
0.95
0.89
1.00
0.93

Recall
T
HST
1.00 1.00
0.99 1.00
0.97 0.89
0.98 1.00
0.59 0.55
1.00 0.98
0.84 0.92
0.97 1.00
0.92 0.92

TCrCb
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.74
0.97
0.91
1.00
0.95

rgT
1.00
0.95
0.99
1.00
0.92
0.95
0.89
1.00
0.96

Table 1. Accuracy, precision, recall: foreground object detection

able to more accurately detect the vehicle as opposed to the
infrared which is unable to discern it from the background.
Once again the fusion schemes are able to exploit the benefits of each modality and suppress the drawbacks to outperform both. T CrCb produces the worst detection rate of
all fusion models (Table 1), again attributable to poor object
detection due to target clothing (Figure 7G).
Within the Road test sequence, the similar background
and object temperature cause the infrared sensor to fail to
differentiate between foreground and background. This results in a large number of false detections since the more
easily detectable aspects of the object, such as bare skin,
are reported as separate objects (Figure 7H). The visibleband results are also very poor, stemming from a combination of shadows cast across the scene and high exposure
areas. The high exposure causes bright aspects of the object to be missed as most colour information is lost (Figure

7I). Interestingly, the colour fusion models are capable of
producing much higher detection rates than the poorly performing visible-band and infrared. While the shadows are
still detected, rgT , HST and T CrCb are able to dramatically improve the detection when compared to visible or
infrared bands alone. These models are capable of using the
colour information to improve the detection where infrared
is unable to separate objects of similar foreground and background temperatures, while also reducing the effect of the
overexposed visible-band with the thermal information (Table 1).
Overall, from Table 1, we can see that the primary source
of error is from false positive detections as opposed to false
negative detections (lower P recision, higher Recall). This
is attributable to the general failures in foreground noise removal and object fragmentation illustrated in Figure 7. The
performance of foreground object detection is invariant to
the number of such objects present within the scene however increased inter-object occlusion impacted overall performance.
While the combination of the visible-band and infrared
modalities improve the performance of foreground object
detection across all scenes the drawbacks of each could not
be entirely suppressed in all cases. In general, each fusion
model shows a strong correlation in performance with either
the visible or infrared band results. rgT is more correlated
with the performance of the visible-band whilst HST and
T CrCb are more correlated with the infrared. This results
in rgT offering superior performance when the visible-band
performs well although it similarly suffers in the presence of
visible-band related challenges such as shadows and reflections. Similarly, HST and T CrCb correlation with infrared
results in superior performance when the infrared performs
well but is less effective when foreground objects have similar temperature to the background. On average T CrCb performs best across all the scenarios presented although this
performance remains situationally variant.

4. Conclusions
Overall, we extend the work of [44, 25] to evaluate a
practical approach to parallax-free RGB-T image formation
using a combination of optical engineering (beam-splitter)
and visual geometry. Furthermore, we present an approach
to measure cross-spectral temporal camera synchronisation.
We frame our approach within the context of adaptive background modelling, as a representative visual sensing task
where inter-camera parallax would otherwise be a significant issue, and report the relative performance of the combined use of infrared and illumination invariant colour components against regular single modality sensing. For future
work, we will look into the potential use of this parallaxfree RGB-T approach in the other cross-modal applications
in the field [39, 43, 24, 5].

Figure 7. Exemplar foreground object detection - failure cases (A - I).
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